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Ready to be horrified? It's time to hide! Let out a scream, it's Scary Night! 

Lesley Gibbes and Stephen Michael King bring us a spooktacular tale of three brave friends 

that set upon a journey in the dead of night. Join them for a mysterious adventure! 
 

Hare with a hat, Cat with a cake, Pig with a parcel. Any guesses as to where they are 

tip-toeing to under the pale moonlight? 
 

With Pig in front, the animal friends wander far over dark, rolling hills, traipse through  

the whispering woods and even dare to cross a snapping crocodile-infested creek.  

Shivering and squeezing each other tight, they continue on their way. 
 

But surely frightening grizzly bears with sharp claws and loud roars, translucent ghosts in  

the cemetery and a black bat cave would be enough to forfeit this treacherous expedition?  

They may be scared out of their wits, but nothing will avert these determined characters.  
 

Finally, our suspense can cease. The friends, with their hat, cake and parcel, make it to  

their destination. Despite their absolutely terrifying experience, they have come through complet

ely unscathed.  
 

But where did they end up? Read the book and you will get a BIG surprise! 
 

Scary Night is beautifully written in poetic prose. I especially love how Lesley Gibbes  

draws the reader in with her interactive, humorous question and answer play and  

repetitive phrases. She has also provided plenty of opportunity for teachable moments, includin

g phonic awareness, prepositional language and rhyming words. 
 

Engagement with the audience is further emphasised with Stephen Michael King's  

gorgeous, Suess-like, expressive illustrations. The cool, moody colours are strong but  

not overpowering, with his use of accents in the bright full moon and the characters large,  

white terrified eyes. Just perfect to create the thrill of the night-time scene. 
 

Scary Night, a story of courage, determination and friendship, contains all the goodness of  

fun, adventure, suspense, and just a little bit of bite to keep its young readers entertained  

many times over. This read-aloud book is a real treat! 
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